Threats Drive Suspect To Shawnee Jail

A woman threatened to kill herself and take a child hostage in Shawnee, Okla., before being arrested late Saturday evening.

\[\text{Further details are provided in the full article.}\]

Talk With LBJ Still Up In Air

Kosygin's Summit Bid Fails On Eve Of Visit

Israel Glad To See Them Go

250,000 Flee Palestinian

Nebraska Town Flood-Ravished

Hay Gulped By Tornado

'Integrity' Mideast Answer, LBJ Says

4,000 Sent To Highlands

\[\text{Additional articles and information are available in the full document.}\]
Red Outlook Shocks Israel

Israel reportedly was shocked by news that United Arab Emirates Arab leaders have decided to break off diplomatic relations with Jerusalem.

Abortion Decision Due Today

Jacques Baruch today will announce his decision on the abortion issue. His stand will determine the future of the National Front for '83.

Two Charged in Robbery

Two people have been charged with the theft of a diamond necklace. They denied having any connection with the crime.

British Hippies 'Really Not Bad'

Mr. Buswell was quoted as saying that the British hippies are 'not really bad' and that they are not a threat to society.

Wallace Slates Speech In City

Wallace will be speaking in the city tomorrow. He will discuss his views on the current political landscape.

Traffic Kills 3 In State

Three people were killed in a traffic accident. The driver of the vehicle was criminally charged.

Probe Continues

The probe into the allegations of fraud continues.

Kosygin Ejected Too Heavily

Kosygin had to be ejected from the vehicle due to the heavy impact.

Troops

Troops are on standby in case of emergency.

Lovers Score Too Heavily

The lovers scored too heavily on the test.

At this price we took every sport coat on the racks (every coat).

Quality coats that have been selling in our Varsity Shop at $50.00

Special 29.99

Sizes 56 to 44

Reg $80

One of our best and most popular makers, anticipated a big in- store business in the Fall. A coat and a sport coat combined, the name of the stock applied to it, and we are prepared to fill dates.

This is the kind of sale we love because the salesmen are choice and we are sure that our customers will love of dollars. Distinct polyester and wash fabrics in place, color and stripes that will appeal to the young executive for a few, or for sporty types.

'16' Slacks on Sale 11.99

Exclusive polyester and wash slacks that are ideal for work with good color. Any color just what you need a name to come in black. All sizes. No charge for alterations.

You will find a good selection at all stores

Family Shop at Four Offices and Four Square
Contact But Not Kissing

By JERRY SCAMMELL

Joe and Alice Robinson, a happy young couple from Oklahoma, recently visited a nearby small town. They were amazed by the peacefulness of the place and the friendly people they met. Joe, a warm and charming man, decided to surprise Alice by taking her out for a romantic dinner at the town's most popular restaurant. However, as they were about to leave, Alice remembered that she had left her handbag at home. Joe, always ready to help, volunteered to go back and fetch it for her.

Meanwhile, inside the restaurant, a man named John, who was observing the couple from a distance, noticed that Alice had left her handbag on the table. He quickly sprinted to the entrance and ran out of the restaurant, leaving a note on the table that read: "If you need anything, just call me. I promise to be here in five minutes. -John." Alice read the note and was pleasantly surprised by John's unexpected gesture.

As Joe returned with Alice's handbag, he noticed that John was nowhere to be found. Intrigued by John's quick action, Joe approached him and introduced himself. John explained that he had left his car at the restaurant and was planning to return within five minutes. He asked Joe if he could use his car to take him back to his hotel. Joe, impressed by John's quick thinking and hospitality, agreed.

They drove back to the hotel, and John thanked Joe for his help. Joe, who was already impressed by John's quick thinking and hospitality, asked John if he could help him in any way. John, with a smile, replied: "I have a business in town that could use some help. Maybe you can help out sometime." Joe, always ready to help, agreed.

The next day, Joe and John met up and discussed some business ideas. Joe was impressed by John's passion and determination. They decided to team up and start their own business. The business was a huge success, and Joe and John became good friends and partners.

The moral of the story is that sometimes, a little bit of kindness can lead to big things. - Jerry Scammell

[Image of Joe and Alice Robinson]
CIGARETTE TABLES
Looking for something unique? Nothing to suit it, that’s what happened to me! These curved cigarette tables will fit the bill if you have small rooms or need to keep things off the floor. They are available in black, white, or gold finishes.

BASSETT HERITAGE
These solid wood furniture pieces are the perfect addition to any home. They are available in a variety of finishes, including pine, maple, and oak.

EVANS
Home Furnishings
800 So. Western

OPEN TODAY 9 til 9

Today and Tomorrow, you can make some tremendous savings on furniture and appliances for your home. These “week-end” Specials are all excellent buys for your Home!

OPEN SUNDAY 1 til 7

Here is heavy, plush furniture that gives you deep comfort. The heavy twined covers will last for years. All cushions are “Down” or goose down. Price includes all necessary accessories.

BEDDING

Colorful Air Conditioner

Contemporary sofa

CARPET

SIMMONS

MR. & MRS. TRADITIONAL CHAIR

SOLID ELM

SIMMONS VISTA COLOR
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### Closing Prices—New York Stock Exchange

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stock Name</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stock A</td>
<td>12.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stock B</td>
<td>23.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stock C</td>
<td>34.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stock D</td>
<td>45.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stock E</td>
<td>56.78</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Market Summaries

- **Dow Jones Closing Averages**
- **New York Stock Sales**
- **NASDAQ**
- **American Stock Sales**
- **NYSE Indexes**
- **15 Best Active Stocks**
- **What The Stock Market Did**

### American Stock Exchange

- **Butler Service**
  - Planned Sunday
- **Mort Ends**
  - Day-Mixed
- **Counter Stocks**
- **Mutual Funds**
  - **Pending Here**
  - **New Issue**
  - **Closed End**

### Insurance, Bank and Trust

- **Mutual Funds**
  - **Pending Here**
  - **Closed End**
  - **New Issue**

### United Founders Life Tower

- **STOECK**
  - Twice-a-day Mail Delivery

- **Dee's**
  - 331 1st Street NE
  - 24-9672
A NEW HOME IN...

ROLLING MEADOWS
1100 E. 56th St. + 10th St. - Midwest City

YOUR BEST BUY TODAY

SCHOOLS: SCHOOLS SIDWAYS
from $13,500
SCHOOLS SIDWAYS
2 MILES TO
TINKER A.F.B.

GI and FHA

'65 TOTAL MOVE-IN

Homes As Low As

1300 E. 56th St.
Midwest City

FIND OUT MORE

4 BEDROOMS, 2 BATHROOMS

3 BEDROOMS, 1 BATHROOM

2 BEDROOMS, 1 BATHROOM

1 BEDROOM, 1 BATHROOM

CUSTOM HOMES

LOW RENTAL RATES

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL

450-6664

TO TEST YOUR COOL THIS SUMMER

Keep Your Cool This Summer

Air Conditioning
A Special Section

In This Issue:

Inhabitable months depend 40% on air conditioning. 139
Homes are made air conditioning. 139
Education and air conditioning. 139
Central air conditioning systems are somewhat. 139
Two pretty ways to keep cool this summer. 139
Two of every five homes use air conditioning. 139

SOLD

THE OKLAHOMA JOURNAL

OR 2-3322

ADVERTISING AT A MINIMUM

FAST RESULTS THROUGH LOW COST JOURNAL WANT ADS OR 2-3322
Control Units Remove Odors

There was a time when water vapor added to the atmosphere added to the odors of foods.

But today's larger units require more water vapor, which can be a problem for some. One solution is to use a water vapor filter. This filter removes water vapor from the air and reduces the amount of odors. It is available in various sizes and can be installed in the air conditioning system.

Comfort

76 Degrees

Comfort in an air conditioned home is not just a matter of temperature, but also of humidity. An air conditioner with a humidifier can control both, keeping the air comfortable and reducing odors.

Trane Systems

Precision Built

The Trane Comfort System provides a complete comfort solution for your home. It includes a high efficiency air handler, a variable speed blower, and a programmable thermostat. It is designed to keep your home comfortable, even when the weather changes.

New Power Units Added

By Fedders

Fedders has introduced a new line of energy efficient air conditioners. These units are designed to save energy and reduce your utility bills. They are also quiet, providing a comfortable environment for your home.

Cost To Cool?

$71 Per Year

The cost of cooling your home can be significantly reduced by using energy efficient air conditioners. These units use less energy and are designed to keep your home comfortable at a lower cost.

Frigidaire Room Air Conditioner

$198

(Price Plus Installation)

Cools a room up to 450 sq. ft. excellent for small rooms or bedrooms. The Frigidaire Room Air Conditioner is a great option for cooling a small area.

Air Conditioner Absorbs Heat

Coolant to provide heat in winter, the air conditioner doesn't cool the house by allowing cold air into. It absorbs heat from the air and releases it indoors.

Only FRIGIDAIRE offers this 3-year guarantee

- 1 year parts and labor
- 2 years parts and labor
- 3 years parts and labor for the compressor

FREE S&H GREEN STAMPS

with any RCA Whirlpool Air Conditioner (with no price increase)

Quality by—Dick Christians, own Professional Service Dept.

FREE 1-Year Warranty On All Parts and Service
FREE 5 Years Warranty On Sealed System

WILL YOU JUST BUY AN AIR CONDITIONER? OR WILL YOU GET:
Quality, Service, S & H Green Stamps With Low Prices
YOU GET ALL THESE AT DICK CHRISTMANS

FREE 1-Year Warranty On All Parts and Service
FREE 5 Years Warranty On Sealed System

THINK ABOUT IT! Wouldn't You Rather Have An RCA Whirlpool Air Conditioner From:

Dick CHRISTMAN INC.

APPLIANCE CENTERS OPEN MON. THRU FRI. EVENINGS TIL 8:30 PM, SAT TILL 6:00 PM
5120 N. MARY (466-2665)
127 S. AIR DEPOT (277-1411)
4501 S. PENN (565-6233)
Gibson has the power for whole house cooling*

Gibson has the fresh air capacity for year-round comfort...

Gibson is as quiet as a Whisper

Gibson is test-run to assure reliability
Pretty City Girl Shows Old, New Ways To Keep Cool

One Of Every Five Families Uses Air Conditioning

Costs Drop, Air Conditioning Now Becomes Almost Necessity

“Before it gets so hot your sheets start sticking to the blankets...”

get GAS

CENTRAL COOLING!

The Wright Co., Inc.

Why be only half cool?

NOW

WHY BE ONLY 1/2 COOL?

Window Unit
Stress Style

Sears

SAVE $30.95!

14,000 BTU* Multi-Room Coldspot Air Conditioners

Regular $219.95

$189

SUMMER SALE

5,000 BTU Quiet Air Conditioner

$89

$55.95

25,000 BTU Heavy Duty Air Conditioner

$268

NO MONEY DOWN

Easy Payment Plan

PHONE SEARS

For More Information About Our Complete Line of Cools Air Conditioners

SAVE $28.95:

Model 244

SAVE $55.95:

Model 245

MODEL 244

Model 245
PHIPPS AIR CONDITIONER SALE!
PHIPPS APPLIANCE CENTERS HAVE BROUGHT YOU OUTSTANDING VALUES IN AIR CONDITIONERS FOR THE PAST 20 YEARS, AND THIS YEAR IS NO EXCEPTION! SEE US BEFORE YOU BUY!

Friedrich
A GIANT OF AN AIR CONDITIONER

WESTINGHOUSE—BEST BUY
IN TOWN—BIG 18,000 BTU

SAVE
UP TO $40.00
ON 1966 CLOSEOUTS
WHILE THEY LAST!

FEDDERS—Worlds’ LARGEST SELLING AIR CONDITIONER!

PRICES START AS LOW AS
$99.95

GOOD SELECTION OF NEW CRATED 1966 MODELS.
5,000 TO 23,500 BTU AT BIG BARGAINS!

BIG SAVINGS ON 1966 CLOSEOUTS IF YOU ACT NOW!
QUANTITIES ARE LIMITED!
CANNOT BE REPLACED AT THESE PRICES

NEVER KNOWLINGLY UNDERSOLD
PHIPPS APPLIANCE CENTERS

WE HAVE ON DISPLAY THE LARGEST SELECTION OF QUALITY AIR CONDITIONERS AVAILABLE IN THIS AREA!

OPEN 8:30 TO 9:00

SOUTHWEST
1605 N. May Ave.
410-1275

NORTHWEST
2910 N. May Ave.
523-1277

MIDWEST CITY
1605 N. 122nd
326-1277

NE SHOPIPPS
1605 N. May Ave.
410-1277

ONE STOP SHOPPING AT PHIPPS WE HANDLE THE INSTALLATION, WIRING (IF REQUIRED), AND FINANCING ALL ON ONE EASY PAYMENT.

COMPARE THIS UNIT FOR NOISE LEVEL-OPERATING COST-AND AIR DELIVERY. WE THINK YOU WILL AGREE THAT THIS IS THE BEST VALUE IN TOWN!

10,200 BTU $188

15,000 BTU $199.95

26,000 BTU $318.00

5,000 BTU $88.00

9,000 BTU $158.00

18,000 BTU, BIG ENOUGH TO COOL 3 OR 4 ROOMS!

- 3 SPEED COOLING
- AUTOMATIC THERMOSTAT
- FRESH AIR AND EXHAUST CONTROL

$228.00

ONLY

16,000 BTU, BIG ENOUGH TO COOL 3 OR 4 ROOMS!

- 3 SPEED COOLING
- AUTOMATIC THERMOSTAT
- FRESH AIR AND EXHAUST CONTROL

Carrier
**Any Place Is 'Right' For Units**

A new line of air conditioning units has been introduced. The units are available in a variety of sizes to fit any need. They are designed to be installed in the ceiling and are very quiet in operation. The units are available in a range of prices, from budget-friendly models to high-end options.

**Gibson Announces New Units**

Gibson has announced a new line of air conditioning units. The units are designed to be Energy Star certified and are available in a variety of sizes. They are also equipped with a self-cleaning feature to help maintain air quality.

**Whirlpool! New Quiet, Cool Units**

Whirlpool has introduced a new line of air conditioning units. They are designed to be energy-efficient and quiet, making them ideal for use in homes and offices. The units are available in a range of sizes and are equipped with advanced features such as remote control and timer functions.

---

**Baby’s Cool Inside with Penncrest’s Air Conditioning**

Penncrest’s cozy and comfortable air conditioning units are perfect for keeping your baby cool and comfortable all summer long. With a wide range of sizes and styles to choose from, you’re sure to find the perfect unit for your needs. So don’t wait—get your baby’s cool today with Penncrest’s top-quality air conditioning units.
Education Aided By Cool Air Conditioning In Bus

In addition to its value in homes and businesses, air conditioning can serve as a mobile aid to the needy and stranded.

For instance, Robert C. Gill of the Chicago City Schools is using air-conditioning equipment to establish a mobile air-conditioning laboratory that will serve as an admirable aid to the students who are in need of such facilities.

The latest air-conditioned bus is equipped with the latest equipment in order to assist students who are in need of air conditioning.

Students are required to bring their own air conditioning units to the school, and the mobile laboratory will be available to students who are in need of air conditioning.

Cool, Cool Learning

A cool breeze in the air can do wonders for a child's comfort. A cool, comfortable environment can help a child to focus on their studies, and at the same time, it can help to improve their overall well-being.

Central Air Conditioning In Home Now 'Standard'

Central air conditioning is becoming a popular option for homeowners. The benefits of installing a central air conditioning system include:

- Improved indoor air quality
- Increased energy efficiency
- Greater comfort and convenience

Installation Cooling System: Here's Your Check List

1. Does the system provide adequate heating? (Yes/No)
2. Does the system have a thermostat? (Yes/No)
3. Does the system provide adequate ventilation? (Yes/No)
4. Check for proper insulation and distribution of the heat (Yes/No)
5. Is the system approved by the building authority? (Yes/No)

Central Air Conditioning Is More Than Comfort - It's Health

Central air conditioning is not just about comfort; it's also about health. Proper air conditioning can help to prevent respiratory issues, allergies, and other health problems.

Cool Pakomat: The Air Conditioning Solution

PARKOMAT is a revolutionary new product that provides efficient and effective air conditioning. It is designed to be easy to install and use, and it offers a wide range of benefits:

- Energy-efficient operation
- Silent operation
- Compact and portable

CALL TODAY FOR A FREE HOME ESTIMATE

A&N COMPRESSOR EXCHANGE

425 S. SONOLAY

78341

PLUMBING, HEATING & AIR CONDITIONING CO.
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Installing Cooling System: Here’s Your Check List
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3. Does the system provide adequate ventilation? (Yes/No)
4. Check for proper insulation and distribution of the heat (Yes/No)
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Central air conditioning is not just about comfort; it’s also about health. Proper air conditioning can help to prevent respiratory issues, allergies, and other health problems.

Cool Pakomat: The Air Conditioning Solution

PARKOMAT is a revolutionary new product that provides efficient and effective air conditioning. It is designed to be easy to install and use, and it offers a wide range of benefits:
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PLUMBING, HEATING & AIR CONDITIONING CO.
Sooner's Water and Air Conditioning

27 Models Are Offered By Carrier

Friedrich Offers New Dial System

Hospitals Receive Double Benefit With Conditioning

A Cool Beginning

Surgery Room Sterile

Enjoy A Little Winter This Summer (....and vice-versa next winter!)

WHY BE ONLY 1/2 COOL?

Only FEDDERS

ENJOY THE BENEFITS OF AN ELECTRIC COMFORT CONDITIONING SYSTEM THE YEAR ROUND!
Signature® air conditioner with fine furniture look

Guaranteed Same Day Installation...Buy Today - Cool Tonight
- Thermostat holds set temperature - set it. Forget it
- Dual-Stat control shuts unit off when not needed
- Dehumidifies up to 18.6 gallons of moisture daily
- Adjustable deflector for deep cooling penetration
- Exquisite wood front renews for access to filter

$269

WE KNOW THIS TO BE THE BEST BUY IN OKLAHOMA!

THE OKLAHOMA JOURNAL WEEKENDER COMICS
THE OKLAHOMA JOURNAL SATURDAY, JUNE 17, 1967

REPEAT OF A SELLOUT!
Free $200 BONUS
3 DAYS ONLY
SATURDAY-SUNDAY-MONDAY

WHAT IS A CUSTOM DECORATING PACKAGE?
Any room can be transformed into a showplace with our custom decorating packages. Our expert decorators will design a room that is truly unique and fits your home's style perfectly.

SPECIAL OFFER INCLUDES:
- Custom blinds
- Custom drapes
- Custom accessories
- $379

EVANS Home Furnishings 800 So. Western - Ce 2-2461